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Brief summary of the banking crisis



Creative destruction?



Bank assets / GDP
US : 75%, EU : 350%

Result : bail-out is unavoidable



Crisis lessons learned? Act swiftly

• Restore liquidity
– Central banks have implemented conventional and

unconventional monetary policy

• Restore bank solvency: bank recapitalisation
– Government equity stakes + guarantees
– US acted fast, Europe slower

• Establish bad bank to isolate impaired assets
– Some countries did, some late, some not

• Implement new regulation
– Enhanced capital/liquidity regulation : Basel III
– More effective supervision, ‘banking union’ (ECB)
– New crisis management infrastructure (recovery and

resolution, bail-in)



The new regulatory environment:
Tackling systemic risk  and improving bank resilience

• Reduce probability of default of banks
– Higher capital and liquidity buffers (Basel3)

– Capital surcharge for too-big-to-fail banks (G-SIFI)

– Countercyclical capital buffer (CCB)

– Increase loss-absorbency capacity (TLAC/MREL)

• If default occurs, reduce cost of default
– Resolution mechanism for failing banks (break-up ‘over the 

weekend’) based on recovery and resolution plan (good
bank/bad bank)

– Contingent capital: contingent convertible bonds (bail-in 
instead of bail-out)



Who demonstrated post-crisis leadership ?

• Central banks / ECB
– Credit easing / quantitative easing
– ‘The only game in town’

• Regulators / supervisors
– Banking Union

• ECB / SSM / SRB / ESRB / EBA

– Macroprudential framework / Stress tests

• Banks
– Implemented capital and liquidity requirements
– Adapted risk management (CRO) and governance
– Are adapting business models
– Long-term operational profitability remains structural

challenge



Central banks / ECB

• First credit easing : LTRO etc.

• Unavoidably : quantitative easing : QE etc.

• Effect on macroeconomy : generally positive

– Interest rates have declined, growth finally picks up, 
inflation remains subdued

• Effect on banks : jury is still out

– ECB claims net effect is positive

– Bank margins are squeezed

– Some banks may become riskier (Lamers, Mergaerts, Meuleman and Vander 

Vennet, 2018, International Journal of Central Banking)





ECB assessment: pass-through restored
Bank lending rates have declined





ECB claims that impact of monetary policy on banks’ ROA is modest

ECB FSR Nov 2017



Impact of unconventional monetary policy on bank interest 
margins is clearly negative

ECB Bank Lending Survey Oct 2017



Draghi: “We have seen little evidence that negative interest rates are 
undermining bank profitability.” 

ECB SDW consolidated bank data, 2017



No doubt: low for long hurts bank interest margins

Borio et al. (BIS), 2017



Example: German bank interest margins over 4 decades



Banks are behaving

• Lessons learned : banks are safer

– Compliance with rules

• Fulfill the Basel III capital requirements

• Have increased their LCR and NSFR

• Are building up loss absorbency capacity

• Pass stress tests

– Risk appetite / risk culture is work in progress

• Still learning

– Long-term operational profitability is under pressure

– Viability of business models remains uncertain

– Market / book values remain (too) low



EBA Risk assessment 2017

Bank have increased their capital buffers



Most banks now comply with LCR and NSFR



Bank

Deposits

Interbank

Bonds

Capital

Loans

Securities

Liquid assets

Cash

Basel III capital rules
+ G-SIB surcharge + 
countercyclical buffer

Basel III LCR

Basel III NSFR

Basel III leverage ratio

Basel 2,5 + trading restrictions

ECB CE + QE

RWA weights

BRRD bail-in + Coco’s

TLAC + MREL

New regulation will impact the economics of banking 
and bank business models



How does the stock market judge?
Bank stock indices are lagging the market



And market / book ratio of equity is below 1,
indicating market doubts about future profitability
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Some banks exhibit M/B < 1, signal of bad health
(Some banks are safely >1)



ECB FSR Nov 2016

Moreover, the profitability gap remains
Return on equity (ROE) must be > cost of equity (COE)

For many European banks : COE > ROE



EBA bank risk assessment questionnaire 2017
Banks estimate their cost of equity below 10%



And banks anticipate ROE above 10%

Risk Questionnaire Dec 2017



Actual European banks’ ROE
Be modest

EBA Dec 2017



Profitability
Net interest margin

Non-interest income
Cost/Income
ROA/RORWA

ROE / Market/Book

Effect of structural trends on operational profitability
+ mitigating actions

Structural 
CMU/disintermediation

Regulation
CET1/LR/AT1

TLAC/MREL

LCR/NSFR

Macroeconomy
Low for long
QE exit

Competition
Consolidation/entry
Technology / Fintech

Loan pricing
Risk-based pricing

Revenue diversification
Non-interest income

Profit efficiency
Management of margins

Operational efficiency
Cost/income ratio
Rationalization 

Asset quality



Bank business models in flux

• Risk-based pricing

– Adequate margins are key to sustainable profitability, 
not volume

• Operational efficiency

– No compromises on cost efficiency and productivity

• Revenue diversification (fees, geographic, up-to-date 

services, client segments, distribution channels)

• Asset structure and asset quality

– Use your comparative advantage in terms of 
intermediation and origination

Mergaerts and Vander Vennet (Journal of Financial Stability, 2016)



Diversification to non-interest income is important but no panacea
There is no unlimited pool of fees



NIM : post-crisis shift from deposit margin to lending margin
Crucial question : what will deposit margins do when policy rates increase?

Will banks (again) compromise their lending margins?

Source: ECB SDW



Net interest margin = r loans – r deposits

= yield curve + loan margin + deposit margin
Now deposit margin negative, hence risk-based loan pricing is crucial
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Banks have increased their loan rate margins post-crisis to protect their net interest 
margin



Bank net interest margins at a crossroads

• How will banks manage their loan margins?

– Risk-based pricing or back to pre-crisis loose lending standards?

– Default risk, interest rate risk, liquidity risk, capital coverage
must be covered

– Margins are key, not volumes

• How will deposit margins evolve when policy rates
increase?

– Return to pre-crisis deposit margins may be illusory

– Sensitivity of deposit rates to policy rates (i.e. deposit beta) may
be higher and hence pass-through of policy rates faster



Operational efficiency must be improved (substantially)

EBA Risk Dashboard Dec 2017



Banks know

EBA Risk assessment questionnaire 2017



But simply cutting branches and/or personnel will not do the trick
It is about fundamental redesign of bank intermediation



Reducing headcount will not automatically increase
efficiency, it is the C/I ratio



The Nordic banks lead the pack



Belgian banks are amongst the better performers, all else equal



Bank profitability going forward
Lessons to be learned

• Restauration of viable profitability requires adequate pricing of loans and
funding sources, thereby restoring decent interest rate margins.

• Lending margins are key drivers due to zero lower bound on deposit rates.

• Banks will need to diversify to non-interest income sources. However, the
pool of available fees and commissions is limited. And risk implications
need consideration.

• Cost efficiency is a key driver. Fintech might help to increase efficiency of 
processes and offer commoditized products. Branch network
rationalizations are unavoidable. Restructuring of personnel composition
is inevitable.

• Cyclical recovery may lower loan impairments and provisions. Although
lots of cleaning-up necessary in Eurozone periphery.

• Bank will have to elaborate on their comparative advantages, e.g. 
relationship banking, cross-selling, product design, operational excellence.



Profitability
Net interest margin
Non-interest income

Cost/Income
ROA/RoRWA

ROE / Market/Book

Restructured bank business models may be 
sustainable

Structural 
CMU/disintermediation

Regulation
CET1/LR/AT1

TLAC/MREL
LCR/NSFR 

Macroeconomy
Low for long
QE exit

Competition
Consolidation/entry
Technology / Fintech

Loan pricing
Risk-based pricing

Revenue diversification
Non-interest income

Profit efficiency
Management of margins

Operational efficiency
Cost/income
Rationalization 

Asset 
quality

- 20 bp

- 30  - 100 bp

- 70 bp

- 50 bp

+ 30 bp

+ 20 bp

+ 10 bp

+ 80 bp

+ 20 bp



Eurozone bank sector restructuring is slow motion

• Business models in flux

– Regulation overhaul is done

– Technology drives the pace of innovation

– New equilibrium banks / non-banks / financial markets

• Bank sector restructuring

– Pace of M&A to accelerate

– Diversity instead of size?



Consolidation is slow



Remaining lessons to be learned: big issues

• Unfinished European architecture
– Complete Banking Union
– Tackle sovereign exposures

• No consensus in Europe about ending the bank/sovereign 
loop

– Optimize Eurozone governance

• Ever increasing : Debt
– How much debt is too much?

• What about low interest rates?
– Low R* : temporary or secular?
– Productivity growth is key



The elephant in the room : debt

• Never before have central bank balance sheets been 
soo large, interest rates so low and global debt so
high

• Too much (bad) debt caused the crisis, can we fight
excessive leverage with more debt?

• Central banks are now the biggest holders of 
sovereign bonds

• How to decrease debt levels? Inflation? Growth? 
Restructuring?



IMF, GFSR 2017



Signs of a debt trap?
Low rates cause rising debt?
High debt forces low rates?



Why are interest rates stubbornly low?

• Nominal and real  interest rates are historically low
– Partly because of low stable inflation (role of central banks)

• Monetary policy : low short rates + QE lowers long rates

• But low rates primarily causes by secular trends

– S / I, ageing, inequality, immaterial investment

• Economic growth and inflation determine future path
– When real growth and productivity increase, return on 

investments can also increase



Nominal rLT = Real rLT + inflatione + risk premia



Long-term real interest rates have declined by 450 bp over the
last 3 decades



Shifts in Savings and Investments
cause lower equilibrium real interest rate



Drivers behind the 450 bp fall in equilibrium real rate



Interest rates can only increase when real growth and productivity increase



Guess what?

• Sustainable real growth

– Productivity through innovation

• Requires healthy banks

• With solid balance sheets

• Adequate risk management

• Fortress capital buffers

• Nurtured by operational profitability

• Powered by strong leadership


